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91. THE RESULT 
,4 SPACE A with basepoint a, is said to support a multiplication m, if there exists a map 
m :(Ax A,(a0,a0))-+(A,4 
such that the maps A -+ A on the axes, defined by x+-+ m(a,, , .Y) and XH m(x, a,) are both 
homotopic (relative to a,,) to the identity map 1, of A. If A supports a multiplication m, 
then the pair (A, m) is called an H-space. Less precisely, we will sometimes refer to just the 
underlying space A as an H-space. Since 1968 several new homotopy types of finite-dimen- 
sional H-spaces have been discovered by Hilton-Roitberg [S], Stasheff [IO] and others. 
As for the number of such homotopy types in general, we prove the following: 
THEOREM. Up to homotopy rype, there are onfy finitely many connected, finite CW- 
complexes of dimension ut most a gicen integer N, which slrpport a multiplicution. 
H-spaces of finite dimension resemble compact, connected Lie groups in many respects. 
To illustrate one of the similarities we consider the homotopy category T, of pointed, 
connected, finite CW-complexes. For objects A, B in T, the set of morphisms A -+ B is 
denoted by [A, B], the set of pointed homotopy classes of maps. In this context an H-space 
is a pair (A, 1~) where p E [A x A, A] is the homotopy class of a multiplication on A, and a 
morphism of H-spaces f: (A, p) -+ (B, 1) is an element f E [A, B] for which f. ,o = i. . (f x f) 
in [A x A, BJ. If p is ussociutiae in T,*, i.e., if P . (p x IA) = ,u . (1, x ,u) in [A x A x A, A], 
then (A, p) is a grozrp object in T,, (for the notion of group object see [6]; the existence of an 
inverse I E [A, A] follows from a result of Sugawara’s [I 11). 
The categorical classification problem for H-spaces, and in particular for groups in 
T,, is that of classifying them up to isomorphism type. As a direct consequence of the above 
theorem and Theorem I of [5], one obtains the following corollary, which reflects the 
similarity between finite dimensional H-spaces and compact, connected Lie groups from the 
point of view of classification as group objects. 
COROLLARY. Up to isomorphism of groups in T,, there exist only jnitely many groups 
(A, p) in T, whose underlying space A is of the homotopy rype of a connected, finite CW- 
complex of dimension at most a gicen integer N. 
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If “group in T,” is replaced by “H-space ” in this corollary, one obtains a false state- 
ment (see Theorem II of [S]). 
The proof of the theorem is based on two propositions concerning the homotopy and 
homology groups of H-spaces. Let %J,~ denote the class of spaces of the homotopy type of a 
connected, finite C&‘-complex of dimension at most N, which support a multiplication. 
PROPOSITION 1. Up to isomorphism there are onlyfinitelymanygradedabeliangroz~ps in the 
class {H,(A; Z) j A E ,g.v). 
PROPOSITIOX 2. Up to isomorphism there are only finitely many graded abelian groups 
in the class {~‘~~,j xi(A) 1 A E atv}. 
$2. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 
The isomorphism type of a finitely generated abelian group hf is determined by its 
rank p(M) and the sequence (pIrl, pzr2, . . . , p,‘“), pi = p,(M), ri = r,(M), which characterizes 
the orders of the direct summands in the primary decomposition of its torsion subgroup. 
Denote by p(n/l; p) the number of cyclic summands of the p-primary component of M. The 
proof of Proposition 1 is based on the following elementary observation: Given integers 
PO, PO and roT there are up to isomorphism only finitely many finitely generated abelian 
groups M such that p(M;p) = 0 for all primes p >po, p(M) + 2p(M;p) 5 p. for all 
primes p, and ri(M) 5 r. for all i. For p(H,(A ; Z)), p(H,(A ; Z) ; p) and rt(H,(A ; Z)) we 
will write p(A), p(A; p) and rk(A), respectively. Thus, to prove Proposition 1 it suffices to 
show that: 
(i) There exists an integer p. such that prime p > p. implies p(A; p) = 0 for all A 
in @ON. 
(ii) There exists an integer p. such that p(A) + 2p(A; p) 5 p. for all primes p and all 
A in BN. 
(iii) There exists an integer r. such that r:(A) s r. for ail i 2 1 and al1 A in @,y. 
The integers p. , p. , r,, will depend on the integer N, which will be kept fixed throughout 
this section. We will repeatedly use the fact that H,(A; Z) has an element of order pr if and 
only if the same is true for H*(A; Z). 
According to the Bore1 structure theorem [l], the modp cohomology algebraH*(A ; Z,), 
for A in ON, is the tensor product of an exterior algebra on odd dimensional generators 
and a truncated polynomial algebra on even dimensional generators. Moreover, the poly- 
nomial generators are truncated at heights which are powers of p. If we choose prime 
p > N/2, then, for any A E c@,~, the algebra H*(A; Z,) is merely an exterior algebra on odd 
dimensional generators. Now we apply a result of Browder’s [2, Theorem 4.91 (the converse 
of a resuIt of Borel’s [I, p. 143, remark 21 to the effect that absence of p-torsion implies 
absence of even dimensional generators) to conclude that H*(A; Z) has no p-torsion for 
p > N/2. Therefore any p,, 2 N/2 has the desired property, and (i) is proved. 
To prove (ii), we observe that for any A in BN, the number of algebra generators of 
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H*(il; Z,) is at most N, and that each of these generators vanishes when it is raised to the 
(N + 1)st power. Therefore the dimension of H*(A; Z,), as a vector space over Z,, is at 
most (N + I)“. On the other hand, it follows from the universal coefficient theorem for 
cohomology that 
dimzp(H*(A ; Z,)) = p(A) + 2p(A ; p). 
Therefore, p(A) + 2p(A; p) 5 (N + l)“, and taking p,, = (N + l)“, the proof of (ii) is 
complete. 
To bound the exponents we consider the cohomology Bockstein spectral sequence 
mod p of A [2, 31. Write H*(A; Z) in the form H*(A; Z) = G + Z(pi”) + + Z(p,“), 
ri = r,(A; p), where G is the direct sum of a free abelian group and q-primary groups for 
primes q #p_ There is a simple relation between the r-th differential /?,(A; p) of the co- 
homology Bockstein spectral sequence mod p of A and the exponents r,(/l; p). This relation 
does not seem to appear explicitly in the literature. We state it as a lemma and leave its 
straightforward proof to the reader. 
LE~IMA. /?,(A; p) s 0 fund only ifr # r,(A; p), i = I, . . s. One of the main results of 
[3] is Corollary 4.6 which states that J,(A; p) = 0 implies Pmik(A;p) 3 0 for all I; >= 1 
if A E ON. In conjunction with the lemma this means for H*(A; Z) = G + Z(pl”) + ... 
+ Z(p,“) that rs = r,(A; p) 5 s. Obviousiy s 5 dim,,(H*(A; Z,)), and dim,,(H*(A; Z,)) 5 
(N + 1)‘” as seen in (ii) above. Therefore r,(A ; p) 5 (N + 1)” for all A E I@.~, and all primes 
p, i.e. for any A E ,aN and any prime p, all exponents of the p-primary component of 
H*(A; Z) equal at most r. = (N + l)N. The proof of Proposition 1 is complete. 
$3. PKOOF OF PROPOSITION 2 
Define the class Ct@, by X~$Jiv = {%I 1 A E $JAv}, where CA is the (reduced) suspension 
of the space A. 
Our first objective is to show that C@,v contains only finitely many homotopy types. 
It follows from Proposition 1 that there are finitely many graded abelian groups 
(,,H, . . . , (,,H such that for any A E @s,~ we have H,(A ; Z) E (i) H for some i. Define the 
classes Xcj, by C,j, = {CA 1 A E @,,., , H,(A; Z) 2 (j) H), j = 1, . . . , t. Clearly X@,v contains 
only finitely many homotopy types if and only if the same is true for each zcj,. 
Each homotopy type in .Xcj, can be represented by a CW-complex Yin homologically 
decomposed form {(Y,, k,’ 1 n 5 N + l} (for the homology decomposition see [7], Chapter 
8). By definition, all Yin C,j, have the same homology groups. Moreover, we may assume 
as inductive hypothesis that there are up to homotopy type only finitely many m-sections 
y (1) , .*., Y,(I) for all the homotopy types in Xcj,. We now show that any Ymci) can be the 
m:section of only finitely many (nr + 1)-sections. Any (nz + I)-section is obtained by 
attaching the cone CK’(,j, H,,+ 1 , mz) to Ynlci) by means of a map 
k ’ . K’(tj, H,,,+* , nz) --t ynci). m . 
Since Y is of the homotopy type of a suspension, the homotopy class of k,’ is an element of 
finite order in the group TI =fK’((j)H,,+i, nr), Y,(“] by Theorem I of [4]. The group rr is 
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abelian for nz 2 3 and is related to the ordinary homotopy groups by the exact sequence 
for nt 2 2 (see p. 30 of [7]). Therefore there can be ar mostjinitel)- many elements offinite 
order in xi. Since it is only the homotopy class of k,’ which determines the homotopy type 
of the (m + l)-section, there can be (up to homotopy type) only finitely many (m + I)- 
sections which have Ymti) as m-section. Thus, there are only finitely many homotopy types 
in IP,y, because H4( Y; Z) = 0 for q 2 N + 2 and all YE C@,“. 
Since zip, contains only finitely many homotopy types, there are spaces A,, . . . . A, 
in @a?,v such that for any A in BAY we have n&4) z rr,(C/-lJ for some k S II. Because A is an 
H-space, the map C : n,(A) + n,+,(CA) is a monomorphism. Thus for any A in @JN 
the group ~‘~~~ Xi(A) is a subgroup of one of the finitely many groups ~‘~~~ ni(CA,), 
1 s k 5 II. Each xi(CA,) is a finitely generated abelian group, and the isomorphism types of 
subgroups of a finitely generated abelian group are finite in number. This completes the 
proof of Proposition 2. 
H. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We first collect some facts about Postnikov decompositions: 
(i) Any space Y in $JN has a Postnikov decomposition {(Y”, k”) 1 n >= 0) ; 
(ii) For any Y in @,V the nth k-invariant k” is an element of finite order in the group 
H”C’(Y”_1; II,(Y)); 
(iii) Any Y, Z in @In are homotopically equivalent if the same holds for their respective 
(N + l)st Postnikov sections YNtl and ZN+‘. 
If Y is merely path-connected, then (i) follows from Corollary 7 on p. 444 of [9] 
because Y is simple. A proof of (ii) is outlined in [12]. For (iii) we let py : Y--+ YHtl be 
the (N + I)-equivalence associated with the decomposition {(Y”, k”)), and recall that 
pus : [A, Y] -+ [A, YNt ‘3 is bijective if A is a CW-complex of dimension at most N (see 
e.g. p. 405 of [9]). If f: YNcl + Z”+’ is an equivalence with inverse g :Z”+’ --t YNfl, 
then there exist fi : Y--t Z and gr : Z -, Y with pydgl ofi) = g 0 f 2 py = py = py#(ly) in 
[Y, YNt’], whenceg, of, = 1, in [Y, Y] and similarlyf, og, = 1, in [Z, Z]. 
Let the graded abelian groups (1j xi, . . . , (,,,) 7c represent the finitely many isomorphism 
types in the class {~~~~d xi(A) 1 A E BN} (Proposition 2). Denote by (j)@N the class 
{A~AE@~, x,:=co’ xi(A) z (j,~). It suffices to prove that up to homotopy type each 
(j,@,v contains only finitely many spaces. 
From this point on we argue exactly as in the second paragraph of the proof of Pro- 
position 2, with the following obvious modifications: Replace Zcj, by (jj@s, “ homologic- 
ally decomposed ” by ” Postnikov-decomposed “, ” homology groups ” by “ homotopy 
groups “, “attaching the cone” by “inducing the fibration “, and “suspension” by 
“H-space”. The k-invariants are elements of finite order as pointed out in (ii) above; the 
fact that at each stage there are only finitely many is immediate because the corresponding 
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cohomology groups are finitely generated. Remark (iii) above shows that the process of 
building up Postnikov sections has only to be continued to the (,V i 1)rt stage. The proof 
of the Theorem is complete. 
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